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Unit-I: Understanding Environment 
C'oncept oJ FmVironment md ius Types: Physical, Biological and Socal Fvironic': Concep!, cope ad Importance of Evirommental Seience ComoneIs of Emvironmem:
Lthosphere 

h) Hyuhosphere
Atmosphere 
Biosphere 
Origin of Farth 

Human cnmd Evironment Relationship (Marks-07 

(0: - Give the Concept of Environment and its types. Ans:-Ihe word environiment has been derived from the French word "Environir" which means to >ulou Thus, environment refers to the sum total of conditions which surround man at a given point ot space an time. It includes both biotic and abiotic substances 
he biotic components include all the living organisms in the environment On the other hand, abiouc components are those non-living physical and chemical factors that aflect the ecosystem 

Definitions of environment:
Some important definitions of environment are as under 

orngA person s environment consists of the sum total of the stimulation which he receives lrom his 
conception until his death. 
2. Douglus and Holland: "The term environment is used to deseribe, in the aggregate, all the external forces 
intluences and conditions, which affect the life, nature, behaviour and the growth, development and maturity 

of living organisms. 
ypesy Dimensions/ Components Of Environment
Environment is constituted by the interacting systems of physical, biological and culural elements inter- 
related in various ways, individually as well as collectively These elements may be explained as under 

() Physical elements 
Physical elements are as space, landforms, water bodies, climate soils, rocks and minerals. They determine the 
variable character of the human habitat, its opportunities as well as limitations 

(2) Biological elements 
Biological clements such as plants, animals, microorganisms and men constitute the biosphere 
(3)SociabCultural elements 
Cultural elements such as economic, social and polical elements are esentially manmade features, which 

make cultural milieu. 

Q-Concep, scope and importance of environmental seiences. 

Ans:-Environmental science is the branch of science that deals with the interdependence of the living things 
within the environment and provides an insight into the orderly interplay of the factors intluencing 

environmental changes. 

The scope of environmental studlies includes: 
1. Developing an awareness and sensitivity to the total environment and its related problems 
2. Motivating people for active partic1pation in environmental protection and improvement 

3. Developing skills for active identification and development of solutions to environmental problems 
4. Imbibe and inculcate the necessity for conservation ot natural resources 

. Evaluation of environmental programmes in terms of social, economic, ecological and aesthetic factors 

Importance of environmental sctence: 

1. To acquire knowledg of the design and functions of the nature. system and its correlation with the 

living world. 
2. To appreciate the intluence of human activity on the natural processes 
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To develop understanding that human beings, plants and animals are a part of a natural pneo 

To develop sensitiveness among the locals towards environmental issues 
To develop a sense of responsibility and concern for the welfare of the environment 

:-Components of Environment 

Ans: -The following are the components of Environment 

1. ithsphere:LTnosphere Is the outer mantle of the solid earth It consists of minerals occurfing in ne 

earth's crusts and ihe sll eg. minerals, organic matter, air and water 

2. Hydrosphere: The Hydrosphere comprises all types of water resources oceans, Seas, Iakes, 

streams, reserviour, polar icecaps. glaciers, and ground water 
(i) Nature 9% of the earth s water supply is in the oceans, 

(ii) About 2% of the water resources Is locked in the polar icecaps and glaciers. 
(ii)Only about o is available as tresh surface waler-rivers, lakes streams, and ground water Iit to be used IO 

human cosumption and other uses 

3.Atmosphere: - I he atmosphere implies the protective blanket of gases, surrounding the earth 

(a) It sustains life on the earth 

(b) lt saves it from the hostile environment of outer space 

(c) It absorbs most of the cosmic rays from outer space and a major portion of the electromagnelic radiation 

from the sun 

5. 

4. Biosphere: -Biosphere indicates the realm of living organisms and their interactions with environment, viz | 

atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere 
Introduction 
We live on a beautiful planet called earth, along with a wide variety of plants, animals and other organisms 

Our earth, however, is part of a vast universe The universe is about 15 to 20 billion years old The age ot the 

earth is approximately 4 to 5 billion years, while human beings evolved only around 2 million years ago 

Q:-State the big bang theory of origin of universe. Or Trace the origin of the eanh 

Ans: The widely accepted theory of the origin of universe is the "BIG BANG" theory. According to this 

theory, universe started with a huge explosion and matter (dust and gases) filled the entire space. The 

temperature of the universe then, was about hundred billion degrees Celsius. Scientists believe that the big 

bang occurred about 15 to 20 billion years ago The huge collection of dust and gases then began to spin As it 

spun faster and faster, the centre became very hot. lt became the Sun. From the edges of this ball of dust and 

gas, big blobs or chunks of dust broke off and formed eight ball shaped planets. This founded our solar system 

(Fig. 1.2). The earth broke off about 4.5 billion years ago with an explosion. It was a burning hot white mass 

of gas and dust. Over a long period of time, dust and gas gradually condensed to form solid rock. Such

condensation and shrinking made the earth heat up so much that the rock melted into a gluey liquid After 

millions of years, the outer surtace of the earth or the earth's crust cooled and formed hard rock again, just as 

melted chocolate or wax solidities upon cooling. The interior of the earth is still very hot 
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Fig. 1.2: Formation of planets 
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rust of Ihe earn was Jormed Jrom colng amd hardeing of the mollen mater and ht gUse " 

,wlng of the earin, the crut hKrdened anmd formed the amd. (Colng of the earth also conenseu w ur into lhqund waler Junnng le depressions to form seas 

Farth as Part of The Universe and The Solar System 

()ur earth, win aui s unes alog wih olher planets ad their satellues, the sun, the mx. m 
galxies (ge groups o nmilios of stars) form the uiverse. There are also conntless asteronds and comets n 

rbit arond ihe A he are aso pari of the universe. It exiends much farther than cam be seen hy the 
most powerfut telescpe. No oe knows where the universe ends. 

When you look p a he sky on a clear might, you see many pomts of light most of whch are sts 

Stars are mge Dals o origni, hor glowing gases. The 'Sun' is also a star. h is the star mearest to eurih 

about 150 MK (milho" kilomeres) nvay:. A solar system consists of a star in the middle with a mmber 

planets orbilg aroud t. 1he earih is a part of its solar system. It is one of the eighi planets of h war 

system thau has tme sun (a star) m ihe middle and the eight planets movng around in. Until recety 

system was believed to hnve nine planets. However, on the basis of the latest scientific assessment, Pmto, 1s 

longer regarded as a plamet of earth's solar system. (Fig. 1.1) 

Satii 

Fig. 1.1: lanets orbiting the sun 

The earth 
The earth with its blue skies, vast ocems ad ush green Jorests is the home to wide variety of orgam vms 

nas ius ow1 uuque atmosphere. The aimosphere 

which is suitable Jor supporng life. 

fyou could dig a deep hole into earth the deeper you go, ihe hotler it becomes. At the de�uh of adu! 

eight km it is hot eough to rocast a human boxly. About 52 km deep you wonld reach the part of earth whch is 

called mantle. This is made of hard rock. 1he cenire or core of the earth is aproximaelhy 6, 400 km from th 

surface hving a temperalure close o 5000T. Much of the earth s core is hot liquid (Fig. 1.3a 

helps to regulale the ambiem (surrorting) tempxraure 
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Crustiper lithnphete 

14 

SMantke 

Fig. 1.3a: Interwr uf the rarth Fig.1.3b: Rotaton of the rurth 

As you already know, once ever)y 24 hours, ihe earih rotales on its axis like a spiming top. So the day and 

mght cycle is of 24 hours. A planet S aNIS IS an imagimary fine passing through ihe cenre of he plmet. (Fi 

1.3b). The earth not only rotales around its axis but also revolves arod the sun. The earth completes ome 

full circle arond the sn or completes ome orbit of the sun in 363, days. An orbit is the path aemg which a 

plamet moves around ihe sun. 

While earth revolves aroumd the sun, mon orbits the earth. he moon compleres ome orhit m 27 33 

days. The moon, as we know tociay, 1s withOnt waler and air amd life. From the sypace, he earth lowks l1ke a 

beautijful brighi bluish planet because of its blue oceans. 

Q:-Human and Environment Relationship. 
Ans: - Pnvronmeni 1S a very brod concepl. Everyining thal alfecis us durung our lfetime is collectvely| 

kown as evironmen1. As umam bemgs We are oflen cocerned wilh surrouming coditions that affect 

people ad olher orgmisms. Today, all over the world there iS growing concern about the deterorating 

quality of enviroment and efforis are bemg made to stop the widespreai abuse of emironment and mprove 

quality. 
The hmumam-enviroment meraction has,Jive major componenis. These comyponents are hriefly described 

below: 
1. Physical Environment: It includes aspect of natural environment such as climate, terrain, temperature. 

rainfall, flora, fauna, etc. 
2. Social-Cultural Environment: It includes all aspects of cultural environment such as norms, customs 

process of socialization, etc. It includes all the aspects dealing with other people and their creations 

3. Environmental Orientations: t refers to the beliets that people hold about their environment For example. 

some people hold environment equivalent to God and therefore they perceive all îts aspects with respect and 

reverence and try to maintain it in a perfect form and do not degrade it 

4. Environmental Behaviour: It refers to the use of environment by people in the course of social 

Inieractions. For example, considering the environment as personal space, where the individual identities 
himself with it. 
. Prolucis of Behaviour: These include the outcomes of people's actions such as homes, cities, dams, 

Schools, etc. That is, these are products or outcomes dealing with the environment 

All the above aspects of environment depict the important constituents of the study ot interaction 

etween environment and the human beings. It is very important to understand that human beings are part o 

ne environment and degrading environment will result in extinction of human beings and other torms of lite | 

nererore, it Is the prime responsibility of human beings to maintain the environment in trim condition, ts 
destruction means destruction of human life 



The term tcoogv Was coined by Ernst Haeckel in 1869, which is the combination of two UTeek words, (ikos meaning oUse, kitchen or dwelling place' and logos meaning the study of to denote ne 

elatonsips betiwcen organisms and their environment Thus, literally, ecology is the study of organisms wne cology has been defined in various ways by different authors Warming (1895, 1905), Wno actuaiy emploved this science tor the study plants, defined Oikologie as "the study of organisms in relation to tnei envnoient oOdbury ( 954) treated ecology as a science which investigates organisms in relation to ne enionnient Taytor (t9i6) delined ecology as "the science of all the relations of all organisms to all tneir 
envnonments 

Definition of Ecology 

Tclgy ay be detined as the scientitic study of the relationship of living organisms with each other and 
with ther environment 

7ypes of Ecology 
() Autecology 
lt Is the subdivision of ecology which deals with the ecological study of one species of organism throughout 
ts lte in relation to the ecological habitat factors like the life history. population dynamics, behaviour, home 
ange cte thereby concentrating on the finer details of a particular organism. It sharply focuses on a particular 
Organisn with a purpose of seeing how t fits into general ecological picture. For example: Relationship of an 

ak tree to its environment 

(2) Synecologr 
It deals with the ecological studies of communities or entire ecosystems, describing the overall energy and 

material tlow through the system Hence it is the study of groups of organisms in relation to its environiment 

which are associated together as a unit For example tropical forests or deserts Synecology is further 

subdivided into aquatie and terrestrial ccology. 

In the words of Herreid Il (1977) "the iwo types of study. autecology and synecology. 
interrelate. the svnecologist painting with a broad bnush the outlne of the picture and autecologist stroking im 

the finer details" Diterences between the synecology and autecology are enumerated below in Table 2 

Autecologg Synecology 
I is the sttudy of individual organism or It is the study of group of organisms or 

Individual species or a population n 

relatn to ther envronment 

It is also called as population ecology 
The study is at the level of an individual, a 

population or an entire species 

many species or communities in relation to 

their environment 
It is also called as community Ccology 
Synecology is concerned with study of the 

highest level of biological organization. | 
many populations in an area (called as 

community) interacting with each other 

and also with the environment lt can even 

Autecolgy 1s conmparatively 

Cyemental and inductive 

AutecoloRy studies can be accommodated

be the study of an ecosystenm_ 
Synecology is complex. philosophical and 

deductive 
Synecology studies 

simple 

in laboratory setup and data Is 
using 

refers to the 

interaction of a whole system and that 

annot be accommodated in a laboratory interpreted conventional 
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mathematical tools** 

allci ileIAlhs l lindicd iyca 

Example Study of 7ebra population in anple udy ie a 
relation to ts environment (may be lactorsecosystc like raintall, hunting. lion population etc in (including all ie »pecies tteD agrassland ecosystem) see tthe igure (insee the figure in gecn thik adet j dottcd black lines) 

Concept and Structure of Ecsystem 
:-Concept of ecosystem & its types 
Ans- The word PcOsystem has a CGireek origin that is okes, meaning "wm and syshenma y The term ecosystem as coined by Sir Arthur Tansley in 1935 Accordng tu Tuzpalin *" au uts interacting among them and wilh environment is known as Fcosystem Fcosystem ia esseifially u* 

term tor 'nature' 

Types of Ecosystem. 
There are [wo types of ecosystems 
Natural ecosystem:' They are selt-regulating systems without much direct human nter feciues man1pulations 
For example, ecosystems existing in 

pond, lake.river, streanm, spring,sea,ócean, lorest,grassland, desert,ete Based upon the particular kind of habitat, the natural ecosystems are lurther categonzed nto terreotnal aud 
aquatic Terrestrial ecosystems include foresls. grasslands and deserts Aquatic ecosystcms can be eithar freshwater (ponds, lakes, streams), or salt water (marine, estuaries) type 
Artificial ecosysfems: They are man-made. Human activilies modity or convert natural ecosystem int man made ecosystems. For example, natural lorests are cut and the land is used for tree plantations ur ag utural systems Other examples of artificial ecosystems include gardens, parks and aquaria ln tliese ecoaystems man manipulates the physio-chemical environment for his own beneftit 
Structure and function of ecosystem 
Structure Components of an ecosystem 
An ecosystem has two basic components
Abiotic con1ponents 

These are the non-living components that allect the distribution, number, metabolism arnd behavM f 

Ofganisms in an ecosystem These include 

a. Inorganic substances like carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and water 
Dead organic matter containing proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, humid substances etc 

Atmospheric factors like temperature, moisture, sunligh d. 

b. 

Edaphic factors such as soil texture and topoyraphy Biotic components 

They include all living beings present in an ecosystem producers, conumers and decompobers The* components are connected through food, its contained energy and a web of nterrelatonshups (A) Prducers: 
They arc autotrophs that manulacture organic compounds fronm inorganic raw matenals with the help f solar energy Producers are also called iranslucers as they convet solar tadiatons mte chemical enetgy esides food, producers give out oxygen and take in carbon dioxude () Consumers: 
hey are heterotrophs, mostly animals which leed on other organisms Consumers are ali al phagotrophes as they ingest food The consunier's are ot four types, namely () Primar)y Consumers (llerbivures) 
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1. These are the anmais, wnicn Teed on plants or the producers They are called herbivores Examples KabDit 

dear, goat, Cattle, grasshopper etc 

Secondary Consumers or Primary Carnivores 
(b) 2. The animals, wniCn reca on he herbivores, are called the primary carnivores Examples Cals, dogs, TOx. | 

snakes etcC 

() Tertiary Consumers or Secondary Carnivores 

. These are the large carnivores which feed on the secondary consumers Examples Wolves 

(d) Quaternary Consumers or Omnivores 
2. These are the agest carnVOres, which feed on the tertiary consumers and are not eaten up oy any one 

anima 
Examples: Lions and tigers. 

(C) Decomposers: 
They are saprolropns which decompose the organic remains by secreting extracellular digestive enzymes Due 

to degradation of organic remains, decomposers are also called reducers. They are also known as minerali'ser s 

as they release minerals trapped in organic remains. Detrivores are decomposers, as well as Scavengers 

ScavangerS are consumers of dead bodies, e.g. Vulture, Carrion Beetle Parasites are consumers that leed o 

small part of a living being. 
-Functions Of Ecosystem Or Ecosystem Biodiversity. 
A:- A highly diverse ecosystem is a sign of a healthy system. Since all the living world relies on the natura 

environment, especially us, it is in our best interests and the interests of our future generations to conserve 

biodiversity and our resources. The benefits and services provided by ecosystem include 

Generation of soils. 

2) Maintenance of soil quality. 

3) Maintenance of air quality 
4) Maintenance of water quality. 

5) Pest control. 

6) Detoxification and decomposition of wastes 

7) Pollination. 
8) Crop production. 
9) Climate stabilization. 

10) Prevention and mitigation of natural disasters. 

11) Provision of food security. 
12) Provision of health care medicines. 

13) Income generation 

Trophic Relationships (food chain, food web, ecological pyramids) 

:-Hhat is food chain? Give its characteristics. 

A:-The flow of food energy through a series of populations in an ecosystem by eating or being caten b- 

another constitutes the food chain. Primary consumers obtain their food by feeding on producers Secondary 

consumers obtain their food by feeding on primary consumers. Tertiary consumers obtain their tood b 

feeding on secondary consumers. Thus, food energy gets transferred from one trophic level to another. 

Any food chain will have from a minimum of three to a maximum of five trophic levels 

Example: 
Grass-Deer Lion- 
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FOOD 
CHAIN 

Tunie et 

worm 

Wor 

Characteristies of fovd chain: 
1) A food chain involves a nutrilive interaction between the living organisms of an ecosystem 
2) A food chain is always straight and proceeds in a progressive straight line 

3) In food chain unidirectional tlow of energy occurs 
4) Any food chain will have from a minimum of three to a maximum of five trophic levels 

Q:-What is food web? Give its characteristies. 
A:- Food web 
The interaction or interlinking between two or more food chains constitutes food web. 
A large number and variety of food chains occur in any given ecosystem The organism found in these foo- 
chain cannot limit themselves to any one particular ecosystem. They will also be a part of many other foo- chains operaling in the same ecosystem. Herbivores belonging to any given species, can become a food, te 
carnivorous animals of dillerent species. 

wwd Ca 

nako 

Podr 

Charucteristics of food weh: 
Unlike food chain, food webs are never straight 

2) A food web provides alternative pathways of food availability 
3) Food webs help in ecosystem development. 
4)Food webs help in checking the over population 
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Fovd Chain and Fond Web 
There are some difterence in between food chain and food web 
Fomd Chain 

I.A food chain only follows just one path as animals find food 
2. It is a part of food web 
3. Energy tlows occurs in one way 
Food Weh 

1.Food web is several food chains connected together 
2.It is an assemblage of food chain 
3. Energy lows through various food chains. 

Food Web Food chain 
usPh or ener9 (all possible energy paths) 

*** 

EAg Types of Food Web 
Three different concept of food web has been observed by Paine (1980) 

1. Connectedness Food Web: They are also known as topological food web. 

Such food web emphasises feeding relationships among organisms, portrayed as 

a links in the web. It depicts only the presence or absence of atrophic interaction 

2. Energy Flow Food Web: it sometimes referred to as flow web or as 

bioenergetics web. Here connections are quantified by the flux of energy 

between a resource and consumer 

3. Functional Food Weh: Functional food web is also known as interaction food 

Snakes 

3irds Gerden 

noecs 

Snails 

Rodonte 

web That identifies the feeding relationships within the lopological food web 

that are most important to community structure. 
Temaral pans 

ng 8.3 Food web 

** 
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A:-An ecological pyramia may be deined as a graphic representation of the numbers or biomass or status of 

lated energy at different trophic levels in a food chain in an ecosystem 

Charles :lton (192'). an English biologist, ^developed the idea of ecological pyramids These -are thcretore 

als termcd as Etonian pyranmids Types of Ecological Pyramids On the basis of ecological prameters, ecological pyramids are of three types 

(a) Pyramid of numbers A pyramid of numbers is the graphic representation depicting the arrangement of number of individuals ot 

dilerent trophic levels in a food chain in an ecosystem. The shape of the pyramids of numbers may be uprignt 

or inverted. 

b) Pyramid of biomass 
Pyramid ot biomasS Is a graphic representation of biomass (total amount of living or organic matter 1n an 

ecosystem at any time) present per unit area in different trophic levels Pyramid of biomass may also De 

stranght or inverted 
c) Pyramid of energy Pyramid ot energy IS a graphic representation of amount of energy per unit area in different trophiC leveis ora 

food chain The pyramids of energy are always upright Functions of Ecosystem (Energy Flow in an ecosystem) Q: -Energy Flow in an Ecosystem. A: -Any process of energy conversion in an ecosystem is not 100% eflicient since there is always loss of 

energy in the form of heat, at every trophic level. Only 10% of the energy available in a trophic level gets 

ransferred to the next trophic level. This idea has been proposed in the form of a law by Lindemann in 1942 

According to this law only 10% of energy available at a given trophic level gets transterred to the subsequent 

trophic level while 90% of the energy is lost as heat. 

Soler energy 
FroOUcerss aut plants) Pnmary oonsumers 

o-proiozoans Primay caTNOrs 
wo,hog lsh) myopn.aions 

eca, numnans. rooens) 

dondary 
vores 

Deed remaains 

w matenals 
Decomposers 

bactera. ung) norganic sats) 

Fig. 31. Flow of energ) ai dfkreni kich f sny uem Odum, T963 proposed a more simnplitied energy flow concept It comprises three boves Tepresenting the DIOmass f producers, herbivores and carnivores According to this view, the total solar input is 5,00 Camday and the light absorbed by the plant cover is I.500 kcal/m/day The net primary production is KCalmday ie. 1°o of the total light absorption The secondary productivity at the herbivore level is luo O producerS and at carnivore level T0°o of herbvores 
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Ecological uccession (Dpes ad stages) 

:-What is Ecological Succession? 
Ans: Ecological succession was tirst studied by King, 1685 The term succession was, however, coined by 

1885 Hult, 
According to clements, it is defined as " the natural process by which the same locality becoies 

successively colonised by dilterent groups or communities of plants 
Ddum defines it im ferms of the Jollowing three parameters: 
1) lt is an ordery proces or community development that involves changes in species structure and 

community processes with time, It is reasonably directional and, therefore predictablee 2) It results from modification of the physical environment by the community. that is successiOn 1s 

community controlled even though the physical environment determines the pattern, the rate ot exchange and 
often sets limits as to how tar development can go. 
3) It culminates in a stabilized ecosystem in which maximum biomass and symbiotic unction beween 
organisms are maintained per unit available energy flow 

The first community which is inhabiting the area will be referred as 'pioneer community' and the last and 
stable community tormed in the area will be referred as 'climax community' The intermediale communiies 
are called transitional or seral communities' 
Causes of ecological succession: 
It is undoubtedly a universal phenomenon and there are definite reasons for its occurrence 

Initiation: it is initiated due to the following factors: 
1. Physiographic Jactors: they produce primary barren areas. The factors responsible for it are erosion deposition, submergence and emergence. 

2. Cilmutic factors: they produce secondary barren areas. The factor comprise wind, water, snow, hail. fire. drought etc 
3. Biotic factors: they also produce seconadry barren areas through the animals, human beings and micro- organisms. 
B. Continuation: once started, the succession continues through its normal course of stages comprising migration, ecesis, aggregation, competition, coaction and reaction. C. Stabilization: when the climate is best suited for a community it stabilizes 
General process of ecolagical succession (Mechanism of succession) 
Process of primary succession occurs through a number of sequential steps, which follow one another. a) Nudation: it is the development of a bare area without any form of life. 
Causes of nudation may be topographic (soil erosion, landslide, earthquake etc ) or climatic (glaciers. hailstorm, fire etc ) or biotic (human actiVities, epidemics etc.) 
b) Invasion: is the successful establishment of a species in a bare area, which happens in three steps i) Migration reaching of seed or spores in a bare area through various agencies (wind, water etc) i) Ecesis also called 'establishment' involves the adjustment of the migrated species with the prevailing conditions of the area. 
i) Aggregation once established, the organisms increase in number through the process of reproduction e) Competition and co-action: Involves the development of intraspecific and interspecitic competitions among the members (as there is natural resistance like limited food and space) a) Keuction: Involves the modification of the environment, intluenced by living organisms, and eisting community are replaced by next seral community and the process is repeated e)Stabilization: It is the stage where the final terminal community (climax commnity) becomes stabilized and can maintain itself in equilibrium with climate of the area -Types f ecologicul succession: 

A:-Hydrarch And Hydrosere 
ne ecological succession taking place in water (pond, lake or saline water) is called hydrarch and the stages through which it occurs collectively constitute the hydrosere The various stages ot hydrosere are 
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Ihytoplankton vuge: he passively loating and drifting plants (phyloplanktons) are the pneets 

hydrosere They generally comprie green algae, blue green algae, diatoms ete 
Submerged suge: the hunus lormed by the decomposition of planktons paves way for the aival ot a new 
community comprising subinerged plants which may or may not have rools anchoring the plant lo the bOTtom 

sol 
Fluting stage: As more humus and soil is accumulated, the depth of pond/lake recedes urther and a new 

commuity ol planis is introduccd comprising floating forms 
l) Reed swamp stage 

Also called amphubious slage and plants like Typha, Sagittaria, Scripus, etc., replace the loating plants These 

plants produce abundant amount of organic wastes and lose huge amounts of water by transpiration 

e) Sedge meadow slage 

Also called marsh meadow stage where the area is now made up of plant species like Carex etc They torna 

mat ike vegetalion with ther much branched rhizomatous system Finally the marshy vegetation diSappears 
due to the development of mesic conditions 
D Wood land stage 
First the peripheral part of the area is invaded by some shrubby plants, which can tolerate bright sunlight and 

water logged conditions 
8) Forest stage 

Itis the tormation of climax community, which depends upon the climatic conditions. For c g. tropical 
deciduous or monsoon torests are lormed in regions of moderate raintall, tropical rain forests in areas with | 

heavy rainfall, mixed forests in temperate regions 
Xerarch And Xerosere 

The ecological succession taking place in a dry area is caled xeracrh The stages through which it occurs 
constitute xerosere The varios stages are 

a) Crustose - lichen stuge 
LIchen forms the pioneer communily in a lithosere, as they can tolerate desiccation Organic acids produced 
by lichens corrode the rock surface and release minerals for proper growth of lichens 
Foliose lichen stage: 1hey retain more waler and accumulate more soil particles, helping in the 
development of a fine layer of soil on the rock surface. 
by Moss stage Accumulation of soil and humus leads to the growth of mosses such as Polytrichum and 
timmia Over a period of time, collection of more soil and organic matter favour the growth of moisture 

loving mosses like Hypnum, Bryum etc 

erb stage - Death and decay of mosses produce a mat of organic moss on partially fragmented rock help 

the germination to seeds of hardy grasses 
rub stuge- Further weathering or rocks and death of herbs make the habitat more suitable tor the growth 

oshrubs Since the shrubs are larger in size and their roots penetrate more deeply in the rocky substratum 
causes more weathering and soil lormalion 

rore sages- Many light demanding, stunted and Iardy trees invade the area Vegetation tinally becomes 
mesophytiC A steady state is reached between the environmet and the biwtie commuity Type ol cunas 

community depends upon the climate 
Inportunce of Ecological Succession 
Fcological succession is of greal importance as 
)I provides intormation, which help to have control on the growth rate of one or more species n a givern 
Beographical area 
i) It helps in relorestatiol d forc 


